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FRIO®
Insulin

Cooling
Cases

Convenience, 
Freedom & 
Peace of Mind
Imagine the Possibilities 

 
 
   

It will change your life 

~Keeps insulin cool and safe

~Refrigeration NOT needed - 
  Simply activates with cold water!
 
~Reusable 
  (a very green product)
 
~Light and compact
 
~Perfect for travel
 
~Perfect for power outages
 
~Available in several sizes and colors
 
~Great in HOT weather!!!  FRIOs® have been 
used in temperatures in excess of 120° F with 
complete success.
 
~Tests prove that FRIOs® retain their contents 
at around 25°C (77-79°F) for a minimum of 45 
hours per immersion period in a constant 
environmental temperature of 38°C (100°F). 
 
~FRIOs® have considerable insulation 
properties, preventing insulin from freezing at 
cold temperatures.
 
~FRIOs® give you convenience, freedom and, 
most importantly, peace of mind.

FRIO® Facts With FRIO® you have 
Freedom

 to Travel the World!

Pump

Duo

Proof



FRIO®  Cooling Case
The FRIO® Cooling Case will change the life of any 
insulin-dependent diabetic or anyone who is 
dependent on medication that needs to be kept cool.  

Unlike a traditional medication-cooling carrying case, 
the FRIO® is a pouch whose cooling properties do not 
come from an icepack - or anything that needs 
refrigeration.  Its cooling properties come from water. 
The FRIO® contains crystals activated by immersion in 
cold water and maintains its low temperature for a 
minimum of 45 hours through the evaporation of the 
water.

With the FRIO®, the person dependent on medication 
that must remain cool is not dependent on ice or 
refrigeration in any way or at any time.

For a FRIO® to be activated, it simply needs to be 
soaked in water for 5-10 minutes and it retains its 
cooling properties - for a minimum of two full days.  
After that, it again only needs to be soaked in water and 
it is good for another two days - and so on, and so on...

So, while a traditional medication-cooling case gives 
you a six to eight hour “tether” to refrigeration, the 
FRIO® breaks that tether, giving you the safety of not 
being dependent on refrigeration for the life-critical 
cooling of your insulin.  It gives you the freedom to 
enjoy life as you choose.

Furthermore, because you do not need an icepack or the 
surrounding insulating materials, the FRIO® wallet is 
lighter and smaller than traditional medication-cooling 
cases.  There are various sizes of FRIO® available - 
some small enough to fit in your jean pocket!
                                          

PERFECT FOR 
EMERGENCY KITS, CAMPING & BIKING TRIPS, 

PICNICS, TRAVEL, DIABETIC CARE CENTERS, GIFTS

These are some examples
of how the 
FRIO®
will change 
your life...
Travel ~ When you travel, you need to find a way to 
re-freeze a traditional cooling case throughout the day 
or overnight.  Although many hotels have in-room 
refrigerators/freezers, many do not.  Regardless, 
advance arrangements need to be made. With the 
FRIO® you need not worry if there is a refrigerator in 
the room or one you can access - all you need is water.
 
Camping ~ With a traditional cooling case, camping 
or backpacking becomes difficult or even impossible.  
After soaking your FRIO® in water, you can go on a full
two-day trip.  As long as there is water, the trip can be 
as long as you want it to be - with no worries!
 
Confidentiality & Convenience ~ It is difficult 
to maintain confidentiality when you need to take out a 
large carrying case. You can carry a smaller-sized 
FRIO® in your pocket.  The convenience and 
confidentiality are both a welcome difference.
 
Safety ~ After the hurricanes in New Orleans, 
diabetics died - because of the lack of electricity.  
Without electricity, there was no refrigeration.  Without 
refrigeration, traditional cases could not be kept cool.  
Without a case that would keep insulin cool in the hot 
weather, the insulin went bad.  With FRIO®, this did 
not happen.  FRIO® users had no such issues.  With a 
FRIO® you are no longer dependent on ice or 
refrigeration.  The FRIO® is a basic necessity for the 
emergency preparedness of any insulin-dependent 
diabetic.

FRIO® 
Products

Mini ~ 3” x 4” 
1 vial
 
Individual ~ 2.5” x 7” 
1 pen or 1 to 2 vials 
 
Extra Small/Eye Drop ~ 5” x 5” 
2  vials or 3 eye drop bottles
 
Small ~ 5.5” x 6” 
2 to 3 vials or 10 cartridges 
 
Duo ~ 3.25” x 7” 
2 pens or 1 pen & 2 cartridges
  
Large ~ 5.5” x 7.5” 
Up to 5 pens/vials or combo
  
Extra Large ~ 6” x 8.25” 
Up to 8 pens/vials or combo 
 
Pump ~ 3.75” x 4.75” (internal) 
Comes w/liner. Holds most pumps.
 
Medium/Injector ~ 6” x 6” 
Comes w/liner
1 Innova Injector & 2 cartridges or 2 Innova Injectors
 
Vitesse Travel Case ~ 9" x 6.25" x 2.5"
Handy insulated Travel Case for storing all your 
diabetes equipment.  
Does not come with FRIO® 
 
Other FRIO®  Products Available:  
Head/Neck Coolers, Wrist Bands, Ankle Bands, 
Drink Coolers
 
Colors ~ Black, Blue, Burgundy, Green, Red* 
(*Head/Wristbands  not available in Red.  
Vitesse available in Black only)  
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Extra Large

Individual

Proof


